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ABSTRACT

Is religious establishment wrong when it is ‘merely symbolic’? ‘Symbolic establishment’ refers to arrangements where a national church or religion has symbolic or ceremonial privileges – e.g. religious symbols on the national flag or prayer in Parliament. But, everyone has religious freedom, there is no discrimination based on religion and the national church receives no state funding. The United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, Denmark and the other Nordic countries might be thought of as having elements of ‘symbolic establishment’.

Symbolic establishment is widely thought – by philosophers, legal scholars and judges - to be wrong because of what it expresses. But, the typical arguments about what establishment (and indeed other legal and political arrangements) express are obscure. How are we to understand what a law privileging a church or religion expresses? To put it differently, how are we to know when expressive claims about symbolic establishment are true? This seminar will discuss the argument that we can only know if such expressive claims are true by disambiguating them and recognizing the three distinct senses in which symbolic establishment is said to be expressive.
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